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Why Cross-Correlate?



Verify a Putative 21 cm Signal from the EoR!

• Only 21 cm signal, not foregrounds, will correlate with high 
redshift tracer.  (Modulo shared foregrounds…)

AL et al. (2009)



• Reionization involves the 
interplay between the 
ionizing sources and the 
IGM.

• A good understanding will 
require observations of 
both the intergalactic gas 
and the ionizing sources 
themselves,  whoever they 
might be.

AL+ 09



How? With What?



Life is Hard….

• Traditional galaxy surveys are poorly matched to 21 cm 
surveys!

• MWA field of view ~ 30 degrees, HERA ~ 8 degrees.

• JWST/ALMA ~ arcminute fields of view.

• HSC Lyman-alpha emitter survey will cover large fields, but 
measures mostly transverse modes (unless expensive 
spectroscopic follow-up.) These are lost to foreground 
cleaning in 21 cm surveys...

AL et al. (2009)



Limited Mode Overlap Problem

• Limits possibilities for 21 cm 
cross-correlations with: 
LAEs from HSC, Ly-a 
intensity mapping with 
SPHEREx (R~40), LBG 
samples from 
WFIRST…..And patchy kSZ.

Galaxy surveys mostly measure modes lost from 21 
cm data set to foreground cleaning/avoidance.

Dillon + 2014
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Get around this problem by considering 
higher-point correlators!

• Low k|| modes in the galaxy 
fluctuation field correlate with the 
high k|| 21 cm power spectrum (with 
Gus Beane, in prep).

• For patchy kSZ, consider [kSZ]2 
correlated with [T21]2, after suitable 
filtering (with Saul Kohn, Paul 
LaPlante, James Aguirre, in prep).    
See Paul LaPlante's talk!



Simplest Variant

• Apply filter to remove wedge:

• Integrate over k|| to get 2D field:

• Filter our noisy high        modes.

• Square in configuration space (or simply convolve in Fourier space): 

•              measures high k|| 21 cm power, which correlates with low k||  

galaxy fluctuation field.

T21(kk,k?) ! W (kk,k?)T21(kk,k?)
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Another Solution: Intensity Mapping!

• Give up on resolving individual galaxies, observe spatial 
fluctuations in collective emission from many individually 
unresolved galaxies (> several Mpc scales) in convenient 
spectral lines.

• Rotational transitions of CO molecule J→J-1, νJ = J 115 GHz

• [CII] (158 micron), [OI], [NII], etc... fine structure lines.

• Lyman-alpha line.

• More well matched to 21 cm.



Rise and Fall of 21 cm Fluctuations
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Rise and Fall of 21 cm Fluctuations

• A key goal of 21 cm observations 
of the EoR is to detect the 
amplitude of the 21 cm power 
spectrum rise and fall with 
increasing redshift/neutral 
fraction.

• Fluctuations peak around neutral 
fraction of ~50%.  Details depend 
on model, but trends are generic.
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21 cm-[CII]-[CII] Bispectrum

• Get b21 from configuration dependence of reduced bispectrum 
triangles. 

• As a function of redshift, can trace “rise and fall” of 21 cm 
fluctuations.

• Less susceptible to foreground contamination than 21 cm auto 
spectrum. 

Angus Beane,  AL, in prep



Large Scale Bias Extraction

• b21 extracted from 
simulated power spectrum/
cross-bispectrum.

• Here used triangles with 
k1=0.2 Mpc-1 and k2=0.4 
Mpc-1.

• Differences arise because 
perturbative formula is 
imperfect. May be improved 
with larger-scale triangles…

Beane, AL (in prep)



Conclusions

• Cross-correlations may help verify a 21 cm detection.

• Mode-overlap problem limits possibilities, but can be overcome 
with higher-order correlations.

• Line-intensity mapping may be more well-matched to redshifted 
21 cm observations. 

• Triangle-dependence of 21 cm-Line-Line bispectrum may help 
extract “rise and fall” signature.


